FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MARYDEL, Delaware - September 23, 2009 – DPC Emergency Equipment is pleased to announce
that Baltimore County, Maryland has recently placed an order for a new Rosenbauer 75’ Viper
rearmount aerial. The unit will be constructed on a Spartan Gladiator MFD chassis that will feature
a 10” raised roof, Sigtronics vehicle intercom system and be powered by a Cummins ISL 425
horsepower engine.
The 3/16” aluminum body will include roll-up doors, low height crosslays, and chevron striping on
the rear. Other features include LED compartment and ground lighting, along with PAC-TRAC
tool mounts. Fire suppression capability will be provided by a Hale QMAX 1500 GPM single-stage
pump supplied by a 500-gallon water tank. Additional equipment includes an Onan 8kW diesel
generator, Hannay electrical reel, multiple FRC Optimum quartz lights, and a Whelen LED
warning light package that includes three “Fairfax County” style custom lightbars.
The steel aerial ladder, outriggers, and torque box will all be hot dip galvanized to offer maximum
protection against corrosion. In addition, the aerial will be equipped with Rosenbauer’s Smart Aerial
system which uses sensors and electronics to allow operation on the short jack side. The system also
prevents the aerial from maneuvering to an unsafe position. The truck will also be outfitted with
wireless remote controls that allow the operator to control and monitor aerial operations from a
distance of up to 300 feet away.
A family owned and operated company, DPC Emergency Equipment has continuously served public
safety personnel in Maryland and Delaware for 19 years. DPC is an authorized sales and service
dealer for Rosenbauer America, Spartan Motors, Wheeled Coach, and Road Rescue in both
Maryland and Delaware.
To learn more about our company, people, products, and services, visit www.dpcemergency.com.
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